
Ecology Ottawa has issued an election survey to all registered federal
candidates running in Ottawa-area ridings. 

We've asking all candidates to tell Ottawans about their priorities for
environmental action across our three program areas:

• Living City - focused on trees, greenspace and water;
• Active City - focused on sustainable transportation such as walking,
cycling and transit; and
• Renewable City - focused on climate change and the energy
transition.
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Responses 

The document is laid out with a short description of each program, the full
survey questions, and is then followed by candidate responses. The
responses are grouped by party and are corresponding with their party
colour. 

The responses will be updated by every Friday until Election Day, if there is
not currently a response from a candidate in the riding you are looking for,
check back again the following week. 

Looking for a specific 
response?

Use the CTRL+F function to search a
keyword. 
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Climate change is an international problem, but the
causes, impacts and solutions are often local. If we want
Canada to do its fair share on climate change, cities like
Ottawa can and must lead the way. At the same time, we
know that the climate crisis presents an opportunity to
transform our city for the better while creating great jobs.
Ecology Ottawa’s Renewable City program aims to
transition our city in response to the challenge of a
changing climate. We know that 100% renewable energy
is 100% possible, we say “no” to new fossil fuel
infrastructure, and we focus on creating clean energy
jobs.

Renewable City



1 Ottawa was on the front lines of the proposed Energy East pipeline, a
massive pipeline infrastructure project that was slated to bring over a
million barrels of tar sands oil a day through our city. This particular
project threatened Ottawa’s suburban communities and water supply.
While Energy East was stopped due to grassroots opposition, other
pipeline infrastructure projects continue to threaten Canadian
communities. Meanwhile, Canada continues to invest in fossil fuel
infrastructure and gives billions of dollars in handouts to coal, oil and
gas companies.

As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 

As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?

In August 2021, The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) issued a stark report on the state of global climate change. The
report calls for unprecedented action to avoid climate catastrophe. This
includes a call for a 45% emissions cut by 2030, and full net-zero
emissions by 2050. Cities – especially large cities in developed
countries like Ottawa – are critical to global success in the fight against
climate change. And while emissions cuts are essential, we also know
that the transition to a green economy can bring a host of opportunities
and benefits.
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3 45% of Ottawa’s emissions stem from how we heat, cool and electrify
our homes, offices and other buildings. In 2021, the federal
government launched a $2.6 billion home retrofit program, which
provides grants of up to $5,000 for energy efficiency retrofits. While
this is a good start, the scope and scale of local retrofit requirements is
immense. Ottawa will need to retrofit 327,000 single family units and
104,000 units in multi-residential buildings by 2040 to achieve net zero
emissions in line with the city’s climate plan. 

As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace
and scale of retrofits in our community? 

4

As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient
neighbourhoods?

Land use planning and transportation play a major role in the twin
crises of climate and housing affordability. Ottawa’s new Official Plan
and Energy Evolution climate strategy call for the majority of new
development to be in denser, walkable 15-minute neighbourhoods –
which is projected to cut driving in half. Housing affordability is a key
driver of suburban sprawl and many people 'drive until they qualify” for
a mortgage. But savings in housing costs can be offset by
transportation costs which can be more than twice as high in more
distant, car-oriented locations that require higher levels of car
ownership and driving.
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Ottawa is composed of much more than buildings, roads
and other grey infrastructure. Our city is also made up of
greenspace, animals, trees and waterways. Ecology
Ottawa’s Living City program aims to breathe life into our
built spaces and to protect the greenspaces and
waterways that define our city. We seek to integrate
nature into the very fabric of urban planning, to defend the
natural world, and to solve urban challenges by working
with – not against – nature.

Living City
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1 Canada is a signatory to the global Convention on Biological Diversity,
which seeks to address global biodiversity loss. Cities are particularly
important for nature protection due to high levels of human impact on
ecosystems. Ottawa in particular requires strong federal leadership,
due to cross-jurisdictional ecosystems (e.g., the Ottawa River
watershed) and large tracts of land managed by the National Capital
Commission.

As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

2

As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

Much of Ottawa’s land – including all land under the management of the
National Capital Commission – is under federal control. For example,
the federal government has jurisdiction over large parts of the
Experimental Farm, the Arboretum and Tunney’s Pasture, as well as
land owned by the Ottawa International Airport Authority. When the site
selection process for the new Civic Hospital got underway, Ecology
Ottawa favoured Tunney’s Pasture as the target site, as it was highly
transit-accessible featured already-developed land. The new Civic
Hospital is now slated for construction at the Sir John Carling site,
which sits on Experimental Farm and Arboretum land. The current
hospital design – featuring large areas dedicated to surface parking –
threatens to eliminate over 500 trees. Meanwhile, we are seeing other
threats on federal land such as the Hunt Club Forest BMW parking lot
expansion and the proposed Embassy Row development in
Mechanicsville. 
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Transportation decisions are critical to the health, vitality
and viability of our communities and environment. For
decades, North American streets – and by extension, our
communities – were designed around the car. This over-
emphasis can create isolated communities, dangerous
streets, a loss of precious greenspace, congestion, air
pollution and severe funding challenges for public
transportation. It has also contributed to the climate crisis
by privileging car transportation as the primary
transportation option in Ottawa.

Ecology Ottawa has a vision of an alternative way forward.
Ottawa can become an Active City – a place where
bustling, livable neighbourhoods are connected by world-
class public transit; where city streets are open to people
of all ages, users and abilities; and where our
transportation network accommodates the needs of
people – and not just cars – to move about safely and
efficiently.

Active City
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2

As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

In 2021, the federal government announced Canada’s first-ever
strategy and fund dedicated to building active transportation trails and
pathways. This is a positive step forward. However, Ottawa still has a
long way to go. Currently, transportation emissions make up around
44% of community-wide emissions. In 2016, less than 10% of
Ottawans used active transportation (i.e., walking and cycling) to get
to work.  

3

As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

Currently, Ottawa’s 932-bus OC Transpo fleet runs mostly on diesel,
which has negative impacts on climate change, air pollution and
respiratory health. Due to a 2021 federal funding commitment of $2.75
billion (Canada-wide) for zero-emission public transit and school
buses, OC Transpo has announced that it can now move toward a zero-
emission fleet by 2036.

1 The City of Ottawa’s climate plan, Energy Evolution, outlines a pathway
to net zero community-level emissions by 2050. A key part of this plan
involves the widespread and rapid adoption of electric vehicles by
private citizens. Canada has stated that it will ban the sale of fuel-
burning new cars and light-duty trucks by 2035. However, it is widely
acknowledged that additional steps will be needed to meet this target,
possibly including policies aimed at incentives, education, supply and
infrastructure around electric vehicles.

As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the
transition to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
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2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Cars are not going away, but we can make sure we switch to electric cars faster by
establishing many more charging stations faster, like gas stations did 3/4 of a century
ago. We need to encourage new delivery systems such as electric panel vans and cargo
bikes. Our transit systems need to switch to electric systems faster, have priority lanes
where possible. We can see examples that work in Scandinavia, Germany and the
Netherlands. There are already many best practises abroad. We need to support
municipalities in creating excellent walking and cycling networks that are connected
and close to home.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
We have to stop fossil fuels subsidies tomorrow. if the industry can not stand on its own
feet, it has to find a way to do so on its own. Fossil fuels are a major contributor to green
houses gases and we can not continue talking about a greener economy while doling out
money to the industry that produces it. 

Renewable City 

David Stibbe

Green Party

Ottawa West-Nepean

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

We need to retrofit homes faster and support this at the federal level by making
funding available. This will also create many jobs in small locally owned businesses.

4.  As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

These are mostly provincial and municipal policies. The federal government has limited
options to address this. However, personally, I believe that a denser city is good.
Money that goes into mortgages are not being spend in the economy. This is wrong.
Therefore I believe that the federal government has to stimulate municipalities to build
affordable housing for starters in the housing market that leaves money available to
spend on other things. Dense walkable and cyclable neighbourhoods will safe on car
ownership too, thereby saving on carbon emissions as well as on mortgage expenses. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

We need to set stricter rules. the NCC also recommended Tunney's Pasture but was
ignored. This shows the weak federal influence in local issues. I will work on stricter
legislation for the development of federal lands.

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

I think the NCC has to make some choices. It currently wears and a developer hat and a
nature preservation hat. I would like to see the NCC move to nature preservation first.
Vulnerable places such as wetlands need stronger protection. The Ottawa river is an
important river for the city. I am very concerned about nuclaear waste storage upstream
that is currently being discussed. The river is important for wildlife and for recreation and
our drinking water intake. I will fight for stronger regulation with the Ottawa river keeper
and I am going to work to establish a national park west of Ottawa incorporating the
Ottawa river. National parks should be accessible locally and not by a 3000 km plane trip
only.



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

In Ottawa the NCC has shown the last two summers that when you close roads, active
transportation explodes. Our pathways often see over 2000 cyclists a day between April
and Ocotber. Key to getting people using AT is a safe, connected local network. The
Liberals set aside 100 million dollars for 4 years Canadawide for AT. That is less than the
cost of 1 km (!) of road building. I will be asking for much more money so that we can
quickly design and build the missing links in our pathway network. While Ottawa ranks
quite high in the People for Bikes survey, it is not good enough yet.

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I will work with the local government to make sure that we implement this as soon as
possible. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
The keyword for transportation is 'convenience' and 'cost', from access to safe bike
infrastructure to rapid transit, to charging stations for cars to comfortable bus shelters.
The government can play a big role here by making sure that gas powered vehicles have a
similar cost as electric vehicles. In other countries, electric cars increases when prices
were made equal. We should not forget though that an electric car is still a car on the road,
which impacts demand for more roads. So the first thing we need to really address is less
cars on the road by making it very convenient taking other forms of transportation.



2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
I will support these key areas of opportunity and action: LRT extension to Kanata and
Stittsville. Investment in businesses that will be contributing to a green economy.
Subsidies for retrofitting of homes and businesses, as well as building of new
affordable housing to reflect best practices, passive heating/cooling, etc. Better and
less expensive internet for both urban/suburban and rural, where it's currently a
challenge. Supporting the work to fully implement the new Canada Food Guide, which
places an emphasis on Whole Foods, Plant-Based way of eating: animal agriculture is
one of the largest contributors to climate change. Support for farmers in Kanata-
Carleton and beyond for sustainable agriculture, but also to help financially as climate
change is affecting them.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
I will work with MPs from other parties to get TMX and oil and gas subsidies cancelled.
There are MPs up for re-election who have the experience and influence such that they
are given more leeway to do what they feel is right, regardless of what their party
dictates. Those are the MPs I would primarily target to work with, because they won't be
cowed into silence by their Party (as a Green my Party doesn't have the same influence
whatsoever on me and my ability to do the right thing and support my constituents). I will
also use my platform as MP to speak with media and the public. Right now the issue with
Parliament is that most MPs are tightly whipped (Lib, Con, NDP) and thus are staying
silent about these most vital issues. I will also work with national and local organizations
as needed to make our voices heard so that we take these concrete first steps in the right
direction regarding climate emergency. 

Renewable City 

Jennifer Purdy

Green Party

Kanata-Carleton

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

The subsidies need to increase, at the same time as we also (on a systems level) invest
in upgrading the electricity grid. $5000 does not come close to covering geothermal,
for example. There are fantastic job opportunities in retrofitting, but the retrofits must
be affordable with subsidies. Also, in working with provincial and municipal colleagues,
every new building should be designed beyond code and with passive heat/cooling,
etc, not just to the bare minimum regarding code. I will consult with public policy
experts, as the knowledge and expertise is there regarding subsidies and other tools
we can use to make this affordable, accessible, and encourage the public to improve
their lives, improve their air quality, and enjoy greater cost savings.



Renewable City 

4.  As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

Housing is a largely provincial and municipal responsibility, but the federal government
has a role to play in regulations and in funding to these other levels of government. I
will work with local MPs from all parties to implement integrated housing, a model
where people can afford to live in the communities where they work. I will work to get
investments for Ottawa to build supportive housing units, as well as deeply affordable
non-market, co-op, and non-profit housing. 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

As MP, I will work with other local MPs from all parties, and I will work with other levels of
government. In situations where federal laws have jurisdiction over land and waterways
that are important for biodiversity, I will use my voice and influence in order to protect
them. I will also push to modernize the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, and will
push to ensure the right to a healthy environment. Finally, I will work with both
governmental and non-governmental organizations to protect biodiversity, because
different organizations will have the expertise necessary to help develop good and
protective policy. 

2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

I will work with local MPs from all other parties, and I will work with local NGOs as well as
public policy experts so that we can propose viable alternative solutions (such as
Tunney's Pasture for the hospital) in order to protect greenspace on federally-owned
land. The current plan to use the Experimental Farm ignores the reality of the need to
protect greenspace in part for biodiversity and also for climate change as the city warms. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

My understanding is that much of the planning for this important issue has been done, but
plans were shelved due to financial constraints. As MP, again the federal government has
a responsibility to negotiate with the City to provide funding for this endeavour. If we want
Ottawans using active transportation where possible, then it must be safe and accessible.
Other cities around the world have successfully embraced active transportation, Ottawa
can too if it shifts its perspective from that of automobiles to that of a healthier
community. 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I will work to increase the Federal investment so that we can fast-track the move toward a
zero-emission fleet. Steps like these are so important, but even more important if we
assume we will be spending at least a few more years with a TMX pipeline and oil and gas
subsidies (unless there is significant change in federal government!). Also, we are already
having issues with air quality this summer due to forest fires, and seeing health impacts
(people with asthma with worsening symptoms, 500 people in Ottawa dying annually due
to air quality). Therefore, the quicker the fleet moves to zero-emission the better, but
clearly in order to do so the Federal government must invest more. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
As MP, I will push for funding to increase incentives nation-wide. The federal subsidies
currently are insufficient, and only available for new vehicles. We also need education so
people can learn more about the benefits. As an owner of a used 2012 LEAF with a
maximum range of ~95 km (on a very good day!), infrastructure in terms of charging
stations needs significant improvement in many parts of Kanata-Carleton and Ottawa. My
role for this issue will be to advocate for additional funding and planning for more
chargers. 



 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
In the same way that I have been raising my voice locally here in Ottawa, calling out the
City of Ottawa for investing budget resources in municipal fossil fuel infrastructure
(conventional busses, diesel trains for the Trillium Line, gas furnaces in public buildings,
etc), I would keep a watchful eye on the where the money is flowing. Green MPs will not
be forming government, but we can work hard to keep the government more honest.
Before working to phase out existing fossil fuel infrastructure we need to stop new fossil
fuel infrastructure from being built, and channel all the maintenance and refurbishment
budgets into energy retrofitting. We can do this by putting a climate lens on infrastructure
planning and financing and stopping new builds -- including the Transmountain pipeline
and the Pacific Trail Pipeline that is proposed to deliver fracked gas to the BC coast. While
pipelines are conspicuous and iconic, we need to keep an eye on all construction and
building. For example in Ottawa I have called for the plans for the new hospital to be net-
carbon zero. Regarding fossil fuel subsidies, I would work hard to first of all clearly explain
to Canadians and expose what all constitutes a subsidy for the operation of fossil fuel
extraction in Canada. Decades of lobbying has created many different kinds of subsidy
and loopholes for the fossil fuel industry in Canada -- including risk guarantees and
subsidies from the Export Development Corporation and hidden investment tax loopholes.
Most recently the Liberals have begun massively subsidizing carbon capture and storage
(billions in the 2021 budget) -- which are technologies that have been under
development since the 1990s and have not proven economically viable. Pumping this
money into the oil and gas sector is a hugely expensive way to lower the net emissions
from the relatively dirty oil sands. This and other ‘technology development’ subsidies
directly aimed at oil and gas would be much better directed at renewable energy and
storage to support our energy transition. And nature has a very cheap storage solution for
carbon -- keep it in the ground.

Renewable City 

Angela Keller-Herzog

Green Party

Ottawa Centre



2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and action on
climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of outstanding climate-
friendly capital cities; and what would you do as MP to support
those?
There are an incredible number of opportunities for Ottawa! We are sorely lacking in leadership
from the Mayor to take Ottawa to join the ranks of climate friendly capital cities like Paris. The
many areas for action including the urban canopy, transforming our transportation and mobility,
how we build, and how & where we get our energy. See also my video on this. 

Ottawa needs to actively invest in our urban tree canopy - investing in green infrastructure as well
as grey. Locally, in my work with community associations through the CAFES network, we have
called for a 40% urban canopy target PER neighbourhood -- regardless if rich or poor. This will
make all neighbourhoods more livable. Trees planted with sufficient soil volumes and space in
Ottawa Centre’s higher density and hard-scaped areas will help with storm water management for
the increasing incidence of intense rainfall. Trees will help with mitigation of heat islands as we
get more heat waves from the climate crisis and lower airconditioning bills. Tree lined streets and
waterways will also make our capital more beautiful and attractive to visitors.

 I have been a leading advocate for Ottawa to be measuring and reporting on our green house gas
emissions and the City now reports annually. While the methodology can be improved, we do know
that almost half of Ottawa’s emissions come from transportation. We need to change the way that
the City grows and builds -- the urban sprawl that is currently proposed will make us more
carbon-intensive. Our suburbs and all new growth areas need to be served by affordable,
convenient, accessible and electric public transit which is competitive with and more convenient
than taking private cars. This will require a complete re-think on transit planning and financing.
Complementary to this boosted public transit I would shift federal subsidies on infrastructure to
support safe active transportation infrastructure (bike and walk ways) and the creation of
charging stations. I am also in favour of subsidies to private e-scooters and e-bikes - not just
electric cars. 

The federal government owns and/or occupies a lot of buildings in Ottawa Centre and all of these
should be energy retrofitted including adding renewable energy (solar, geothermal, storage) to
use energy for the buildings whenever possible. The Ottawa residents should be invited to invest
in these renewable energy projects, contributing to the investment and earning returns -- using
the model of the Museum of Science and Technology and the Ottawa Renewable Energy Coop.
Whenever the federal government is contributing to infrastructure development in Ottawa, a
climate lens should be used so that no money goes into creating new fossil fuel infrastructure, new
builds including deeply affordable housing are net carbon zero, and we energy retrofit when we
repurpose and renovate buildings. 

Our region currently uses about 5% of renewable energy. I think that can and should be shifted
greatly towards local renewable energy generation - solar, wind, water, geothermal, and energy
storage including seasonal heat storage. Generating energy locally, including with local
investment, will boost our local economy and reduce our emissions. The federal government
should also invest in interties between provincial electrical grids. A stronger connection to the
Quebec Hydro grid can serve as emergency preparedness as well as lower costs of energy in
Ontario for peak demand periods.

Renewable City 



Renewable City 

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

As your question implies, there is a lot of work to do. Let me take a people-centred
approach in my answer. 
For home-owners: In addition to the $5K incentive, there should be sufficient financing so
that homeowners can borrow at very low interest (i.e. the rate available to the federal
government) and spread the cost of the energy retrofit over time, and pay it off with the
property tax bill. There will be limited numbers of such grants (up to $40K) available in
Ottawa soon. This program should never have a waitlist.
 For renters and multi-unit rental building owners: The benefits of much lower utility bills
from deep energy retrofits accrue to renters, which means that owners don't have much of
an incentive to undertake the work. We need to develop new covenants about no
renovictions and utility billing software so that the benefits of deep energy retrofits are
split between renters and owners, and both sides have security over time.
 For workers in the trades: There is a shortage of skilled trade labour for construction in
general and energy retrofits in particular. I would boost federal support for training
programs at Algonquin, including programs open to new arrivals that don’t have level 4 or
5 English/French. For construction sector, building and energy professionals, building
sector enterprises and contractors: Let's work on industry supports to make the building
retrofit sector an efficient, well-functioning sector. Right now getting a quote is hell! Right
now home and building owners are stumped! We can make this work. 

4.  As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to address
both the housing and climate crises by advancing affordable,
travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

I really like this question because it points to the fact that we need to integrate: urban,
social and transportation planning. Right now these things are ‘efficiently’ managed in
stove-pipes at all levels of government. The federal government can do “green and red
strings attached” policies to make sure we connect our planning. Because the feds typically
pay for a share of all infrastructure this is feasible. It sounds like red tape, but the reality is
that we have a climate and a housing crisis, and “the market” left to its own devices is not
about to solve either crisis. As noted above, public transit needs to be funded (including
operational costs, not just capital) so that it can be run as a public sector service that is
convenient, affordable, accessible and electric. Public subsidies to housing should focus on
creating affordable housing located so that it is well-served by transit -- so that growth
(new builds and infill) takes place well-inside our urban boundary and not sprawls outside.
Neighbourhoods should also benefit from investments in safe active transportation and
green infrastructure so that we invest in ‘livability’ where people can live, work and play.
The federal government can’t do everything in terms of oversight ‘from above’. There is
also a role for active citizens and communities to be monitoring ‘from below’ what municipal
governments are allocating budgets to. 



Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

I think we should connect with Algonquin leaders on how we can protect land, water, air
and habitat for our fellow creatures. Algonquin leaders from both sides of the river. This
should be part of our local reconciliation process. I am committed to protect all
greenspaces within our urban boundary including NCC land (Lazy Bay Commons),
Experimental Farm. If Ottawa’s population is to grow to 1.4M people by 2050, and we will
have a more densely populated city, we will also need to create additional parks and play
spaces for kids and elderly to live healthily. We must protect the Greenbelt, Gatineau park
and all wetlands and ecologically sensitive space in rural Ottawa and the Outaouais. We
also need to advocate for local food and land policies that will improve our diets and
health, our local food security and enhance the livelihoods of local farmers and the soil. We
need to safeguard nature against pollutants such as nuclear/radioactive waste in the
Ottawa River (from Chalk River and Rolphton), agricultural run-off, pesticides including
bee-killing neonicotinoids and microplastics. See Green Party platform for more details.

2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and greenspace on federally-
owned land?

As noted above, protecting trees and greenspace is a high priority for me, especially NCC lands and Experimental
Farm. I have called for the cancellation of the embassy row development at Lazy Bay Commons. I have called for the
regeneration of canopy to 40% in all neighbourhoods of Ottawa. Where there is a possibility of developing land for
public, social and supportive deeply affordable housing, I would still insist that the land be developed in such a way
that a 40% tree canopy cover is planned. 

Regarding the Civic Hospital plans, I think that the question of siting may still be open and we should review which is
the best site. This does not have to be a lengthy process and delay the hospital construction, but it should be based on
criteria and be transparent. Directly connected, I would question the process that arrived at the current Dow’s Lake
site and certainly decry the lack of transparency. The calls for an investigation come out of that and public officials
need to respond to public concerns. 

For sure, I believe that the first version of the Master Site Plan for the new Hospital needs to go back to the drawing
board with clear instructions on what is amiss. We need [regardless which site], a less sprawling campus, with a much
smaller footprint, especially much less surface parking, preserving many more of the mature trees, resulting in a
healthy hospital site, including a minimum of 40% canopy.

 A facility that is integrated with public transit, making it convenient for staff and day patients to use transit to come to
the hospital commitments for a net-carbon zero facility. The city, province and federal governments have committed
to net-zero by 2050. The new hospital is expected to serve our region well past 2050 and should be an icon for health,
survival and the shift to low carbon ways of doing things. We have the technology to build this and with the addition of
renewable energy -- ground thermal heat source, seasonal energy storage, solar and perhaps even wind we can
supply the energy needs of the hospital with renewable energy. 

Ontario Infrastructure, which is in charge of this project, needs to be convinced to step away from P3, which costs
more money and leads to inferior design. “The 2014 Ontario Auditor General Report determined they’ve cost our
health care system $8 billion more than necessary. Last year, when Carillion Construction collapsed, the United
Kingdom government determined that it cost them as much as 40 per cent more to engage in a P3 project than relying
solely on government financing. ... [the collapse] cost the UK government over £200 billion, leading the government,
in part, to cancel all future P3 projects, and consider buying back existing contracts.” 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

I believe the disruption of COVID-19 to mobility patterns for how we work, live and play is
an excellent opportunity to increase the space allocated to safe active transportation in
Ottawa Centre -- starting with making the roadways along the canal and river into full or
partial safe active transportation ways. In Ottawa the NCC has shown the last two
summers that when you close roads, active transportation explodes. Our pathways often
see over 2000 cyclists a day between April and October. Key to getting people using AT is
a safe, connected local network. We need to rebalance the amount of money spent on road
widening and construction and money invested in active infrastructure. In Ottawa, the
plans for widening the airport parkway -- running in parallel to the planned LRT extension,
should be shelved.

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

The existing plans should be dramatically accelerated, and not a cent more should be
invested in re-furbishing the conventional buses. Ottawa has been a laggard in taking up
the federal government offer of financing our conversion to electric buses. The
procurement process for the e-buses should be fully competitive and we should learn
procurement lessons from the SNC Lavalin imbroglio on LRT Phase 2. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
The Green Party advocates banning the sale of internal combustion engine passenger
vehicles by 2030; exempting new and used electric and zero-emission vehicles from
federal sales tax; and expanding charging stations for electric vehicles including all
parking lots associated with federal facilities. 



4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

As the former Orléans MPP and the current MP, I supported the LRT expansion to Trim
station. Our historic public transit investment, $15 billion, will also help Ottawa acquire
a fully electric bus fleet. I also support our new housing strategy, which will make it
more affordable for individuals to buy their first homes, namely by introducing a tax
free first time home buyer account. We will also build, restore or repurpose 1,4 million
houses, provide municipalities with $4 billion to accelerate housing projects, and level
the playing field for buyers with the new home buyer bill of rights. 

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

I am obviously very proud of the Canada Greener Homes Grant. A re-elected liberal
government will strengthen this program, which also provides up to $40,000 in interest
free loans. We will also introduce a Clean Electricity Standard that will set Canada on a
path to cut more emissions by 2030 and to achieve by 2035 a 100% net-zero emitting
electricity system and develop additional investment tax credits for a range of
renewable energy and battery storage solutions, to accelerate the deployment of clean
energy. 

2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
I will continue to support active transportation, public transit, electric buses, electric
charging stations, the clean up of Petrie Island and the Ottawa River, grants and
interest free loans for green retrofits, transformative grants for businesses moving to
net zero and investing in green technologies.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
I believe we need to transition from the fossil fuel industry towards green and sustainable
sources as quickly as possible. This is not work that can happen overnight, and we need to
do it in collaboration with the energy sector. After eliminating 8 out of the 9 subsidies to
the fossil fuel industry, our government committed to accelerating our G20 commitment to
eliminate fossil fuel subsidies from 2025 to 2023, developing a plan to phase-out public
financing of the fossil fuel sector, including from Crown corporations, consistent with our
commitment to reach net-zero emissions by 2050.

Renewable City 

Marie-France Lalonde
Liberal

Orléans



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

As an arm's length organisation, I trust the NCC to be a strong steward of the land in
Ottawa and fulfill its conservation objectives. With this said, a re-elected Liberal
government will continue planting 2 billion trees across the country and restoring and
enhancing more wetlands, grasslands, and peatlands, to capture and store carbon.

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

As MP for Orléans, I am committed to the ongoing efforts to clean the Ottawa river,
working alongside all levels of government. The federal government is committed to
protecting 25% of lands and waters by 2025 and is on track to do so. After making the two
single-largest investments in nature conservation in Canadian history— $1.3 billion in
Budget 2018 and $3.3 billion in Budget 2021, the Liberal Party is committing to doubling
down in our platform. I am also very proud to see the pledge to create a nation-wide flood
ready portal so that Canadians have the information they need to make decisions on where
and how to build their homes and communities, and how they can protect their homes and
communities from flood risk. Given the devastation caused by the 2017 and 2019 floods, I
have been diligently working with our government to help Petrie Island get support. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

I am extremely proud of this historic engagement, but I am committed to continue moving
forward. Since these programs were announced, alongside the Canada Healthy
Communities Initiative and the COVID-19 municipal stream, I have announced several
projects in Orléans for multi use pathways, active transportation and outdoor facilities. If
re-elected, I have committed to further pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, including a
pedestrian bridge over the 174.

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I have been and will remain a strong advocate of the work to ensure Ottawa has a fully
electric bus fleet. If re-elected, I will consider all options to accelerate this unprecedented
and incredible initiative. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
As MP, I was proud to announce the first public rapid EV charger in Orléans, the fastest in
all of Ottawa. I pledge my full support to the government charting the way to net zero by
2050 and mandate the sale of only EV vehicles by 2035. This includes bold measures, like
eliminating coal by 2030, passing the Net Zero Emissions Accountability Act, ensuring the
oil and gas sector reduces emissions, a world class price on pollution, and advancing new
measures to achieve an ambitious 40-45% reduction in emissions by 2030 compared to
2005 levels. 



4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

Canada is committed by law through a bill our Liberal government introduced to
achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. To help achieve that we are going to
launch a National Net-Zero Emissions building strategy to achieve net-zero designs on
new buildings before 2050. I would like to see new buildings in Ottawa be net-zero by
2030. We will implement a Clean Electricity Standard to require the electricity grid to
be a net-zero by 2035. 

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

We are continuing our commitment to improve the energy efficiency of homes in our
community by providing grants up to $5000 for home retrofits and interest free loans of
up to $40,000 for deep retrofits. We are also committed to launching a community-led
net-zero homes initiative that supports several projects that pursue retrofits in a
community being executed at the same time to reduce overall costs. This is has been
done in other places, and we are particularly impressed with the Dutch
“Energiesprong” program. 

2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Our government has acted on a broad range of fronts to make Ottawa climate-friendly
capital city. From investments in light rail transit to financing electric busses to building
the Flora footbridge and committing to William Commanda Bridge to support active
transportation, building more EV charging stations in the City, to supporting energy
retrofits in residential buildings, we are promoting a broad range of initiatives that will
make Ottawa the greenest capital in the world. 
 would like to new initiatives to protect our tree canopy, improve air quality and
increase the use of active transportation in Ottawa. I will talk more about these
initiatives in the following answers. 

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
The Liberal Party has committed to accelerate its commitment to eliminate fossil fuel
subsidies from 2025 to 2023. That’s just two years away. We are also going to develop a
plan to phase out public financing the fossil fuel sector consistent with our commitment to
reach net-zero emissions by 2050.

Renewable City 

Yasir Naqvi

Liberal

Ottawa Centre



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

I will work with community partners and advocates to develop an urban tree canopy
strategy to protect and expand our community’s trees and native plants and take action
to reduce the impacts of climate change, with measures to protect homes from flood risk
and restoration of wetlands to reduce flooding. I also will introduce a law to protect the
Central Experimental Farm, forever. 

Our government is committed to planting 2 billion trees to restore nature and fight
climate change. We have started implementing this program and it will accelerate in the
next few years. I will advocate to use these funds to continue planting new trees in
Ottawa. 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

I delivered on cleaning up the Ottawa River with the launch of the Ottawa River Action Plan
and providing us with a swimmable, drinkable, and fishable Ottawa River, for everyone.
We have committed $1 billion over 10 years to a freshwater action plan which will help
continue this work of protecting the Ottawa River. We have announced a ban on single-use
plastics that foul our shorelines and will accelerate our implementation of our zero-plastic
waste action plan in partnership with the provinces and territories. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

I have already written a letter to the head of the NCC to ask for an extension of the closure
of Colonel By Drive to a year-long pilot to gather data about the feasibility of a permanent
closure of that segment of Colonel By for the exclusive use of active transportation. 

I will engage with our community and the City to identify additional opportunities for active
transportation such as dedicated bike lanes, and support applications for funding through
our Active Transportation Strategy which will come forth after the election and the $400
million Active Transportation our government introduced to support these investments. 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I will advocate that the newly acquired OC Transpo electric busses be deployed on service
routes in parts of our community with higher pollution levels and continue support for the
zero-emission bus fleet program to make sure that we tackle air-quality issues in the city
and fight climate change. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
Our government offered rebates of $5000 to Canadians who purchased electric vehicles
and we will require 50% of passenger vehicles sold to be zero emission by 2030, and 100%
by 2035. And the Canada Infrastructure Bank has financed electric busses for Ottawa’s
transit fleet.



4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

I have supported and advocated for green infrastructure in our riding, for example
federal funding for new affordable seniors housing at Carlington CHC which consumes
85 per cent less in heating and cooling energy than a conventional build. Federal
infrastructure funding has also paid for active transportation around new LRT stations,
including the separate cycling/pedestrian sidewalks along Richmond road.

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

In Ottawa West–Nepean we have provided funding to communities like Nepean
Housing and Ottawa Community Housing for home retrofits and will continue to
support communities by launching a community-led net-zero homes initiative. We are
also implementing a home retrofit program of $5000 grants and $40,000 loans to
retrofit your home.

2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Ottawa has a lot of federal buildings, and we are ensuring that federal government
buildings, vehicle fleets and emissions go down by 30% and then to Net Zero. We have
an opportunity to lead the world in green communities and Net zero and low carbon
development along with urban parks - all of which is part of the Liberal platform.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
We have eliminated most fossil fuel subsidies, including 8 major tax incentives. We are on
track to eliminate all remaining fossil fuel subsidies by 2023, which is two years ahead of
our G20 partners. 

Renewable City 

Anita Vandenbeld

Liberal

Ottawa West-Nepean 



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

We are fortunate in Ottawa to have the NCC which creates much green space and
conservation areas like Mud Lake. I have worked across government departments to
ensure that existing NCC green spaces and conservation areas are not only protected but
also restored. We will be investing $200 million in the Natural Infrastructure Fund to
continue funding community-led public green space projects.

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

In collaboration with the wildlife centre at the DND campus, we secured federal funding to
restore the wetlands in the greenbelt which has led to the return of 27 species and
mitigated the impact of flooding. The NCC also has a special opportunity to maintain and
expand the wildlife corridor through Ottawa, and I am working with advocates like the
wildlife centre to create wildlife underpasses in the riding.



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

We have funded the Ottawa LRT and active transportation networks around it like cycling
and pedestrian pathways, which you can see in the riding along Richmond road. 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

The federal government is providing funding for 450 electric buses which is going to make
Ottawa the first city in Canada with a fully electric bus fleet.

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
We are already giving $5000 incentives to people who want to drive hybrid or electric
vehicles. We have set targets that will ensure 50% of new vehicles will by fully electric by
2030 and 100% by 2035. We also have a plan in our platform to build 50,000 new charging
stations including adding them to existing apartment buildings. 



4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

For starters it is crucial to have reliable and affordable public transit in rural
communities. It is also absurd the lack of commuter options communities like Navan,
Russell, Cumberland and Rockland have to get to Ottawa. If the options existed people
would use them if for no other reason than avoiding finding parking in downtown
Ottawa. Denser communities have benefits in many ways it is true but rural
communities also have a large role to play in soil regeneration and carbon
sequestration. We need to see heavy investments in programs for those interested in
regenerative agriculture and farming as part of the climate change solution as well. 

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

That is a typical problem with the Liberals. Identifying the problem correctly but then
introducing half measures at best to address it. We need to invest even more in these
retrofits if we want them to happen on a timeline that will have any impact. 

2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Fare free public transit, high speed rail, green energy infrastructure, and energy
efficient retrofits are just some of the many ways we can make all of our cities greener.
We need to be spending equal time though focused on our rural communities which
often lack any public transit at all, are being rezoned for heavy industry like cement
plants and treated like dumps by our cities with projects like landfills imposed on us.
We need to work with municipalities and the provinces to ensure that climate change is
being addressed on all fronts.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
I am fully against fossil fuel subsidies. We need to be investing in a just transition
including training workers in new sectors and ensuring that oil and gas sector workers are
included in our transition to clean energy. I also am opposed to governments investing in
pipelines. Climate change leaders do not buy pipelines.

Renewable City 

Konstantine Malakos 

NDP

 Glengarry-Prescott-Russell 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

We need to be investing in community projects like these and working directly with
municipalities. I will definitely work with local mayors in the communities of Glengarry-
Prescott-Russell to that end. 

2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

Clear cutting is a massive problem throughout the country and we need action from all
levels of government on that issue. Having said that on federally owned land there is
absolutely no excuse for it. We need to oppose the clearing of trees on any federally
owned land unequivocally 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I will definitely continue to push toward that kind of investment. There is no reason that our
public transit shouldn't be fully electric and we need to prioritize that as a nation.

Active City 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

An MP needs to be willing to show leadership and recognize when there are things that can
be done within our level of jurisdiction and work with other levels of jurisdiction when there
aren't. As we've seen with the Colacem debate in l'Orignal it is very easy for politicians to
hide behind jurisdiction to avoid taking responsibility. An MP who is serious about climate
will explore all avenues available to champion for the local climate as well as the global
climate. 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
We need to invest in building green technology including vehicles in Canada. This has to be
an area of investment for our government. On a personal level I would love to see us
investing in worker owned co-operatives producing electric vehicles. We would implement
more federal incentives for ZEVs and provide a break for working families by waiving the
federal sales tax on ZEV purchases, and grow these incentives up to $15,000 per family for
made-in-Canada vehicles. We also need to lead by example by using ZEV's in the public
sector. We will also create a centre of excellence for research and development of ZEVs to
move forward related technologies such as hydrogen, batteries, and energy storage
solutions. We will look for further opportunities related to green hydrogen fuel cell
technology which could help reduce emissions for heavy trucks, freight, marine and
aviation sectors. And we will look at ways to strengthen the low-carbon fuel standard.



2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
In terms of the City of Ottawa’s role, I believe our “technically beautiful” city could play
host to some important efforts. New Democrats are committed to boosting clean tech
research and manufacturing with new funding, incentives and Buy Canadian
procurement of environmentally friendly technologies. As Canada’s most educated city,
and home to the highest concentration of scientists and engineers, I believe Ottawa is
well positioned to contribute to a clean tech revolution.

At the same time, I believe strongly that our climate change mitigation efforts will only
be successful if we ensure that workers in sunset industries are part of a just transition.
For that reason the NDP has a plan to create over a million new good jobs and rebuild
local economies with meaningful, family-sustaining work in every part of the country,
all while helping to make the changes we need to succeed in a low carbon future. This
will include jobs building green infrastructure in communities across the country, and
because products produced by Canadian workers have some of the lowest carbon
emissions in the world, we will require the use of Canadian-made steel, aluminum,
cement and wood products for infrastructure projects across the country. 

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
The NDP is committed to fulfilling Canada’s G-20 commitment to eliminate these fossil
fuel subsidies. We would redirect these funds to low carbon initiatives, and make sure that
future governments can’t reverse this by putting in place legislation to ban any future oil,
gas and pipeline subsidies. 

An important tool in preventing further fossil fuel infrastructure is to remove the economic
case for new constructions. For that reason we will continue with carbon pricing while
rolling back loopholes this Liberal government has given to big polluters.

Renewable City 
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4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

This question is premised on a crucial fact: that while fighting climate change will
require a sectoral approach (where transportation, housing, industry, ect.’s emissions
are all addressed), that does not mean policy making can be allowed to take place in
silos. To avoid the siloing phenomenon, an NDP government will appoint a Climate
Emergency Committee of Cabinet and establish a strong Climate Emergency
Secretariat in the PMO to ensure a whole-of-government approach to responding to
the climate emergency.

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

At the current pace, it will take 142 years to retrofit all low-rise residential buildings in
Canada. New Democrats will undertake a mission-based approach, setting an
ambitious retrofitting program to upgrade where people live and work, including
requiring large scale building retrofits in all sectors. And we will set a target of
retrofitting all buildings in Canada by 2050 – beginning with upgrades to all buildings
built before 2020 in the next 20 years. 

Of specific interest to residents in Ottawa-Vanier is the NDP’s commitment to helping
families make energy efficient improvements to their homes through low-interest loans
help save families almost $900 or more per year on home energy costs. Targeted
supports would be provided to low-income households and to renters. 

Renewable City 



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

I shutter every time I see new surface parking being constructed. As the planet continues
to warm, we need more green space and less asphalt. Certainly if the hospital is built at
the Sir John Carling site, I believe the hospital’s parking should be located in a parking
garage, and I support NDP candidate for Ottawa-Centre Angella McEwen’s calls for
federal funding to ensure that happens.

 In terms of what to do with federally-owned land in Ottawa, I firmly believe that the
government should be looking for ecologically friendly ways to provide social and
community housing on the land it controls. These developments should be designed with
climate change mitigation and adaptation in mind, including maximizing the green space
associated with any project. 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

New Democrats are committed to safeguarding our ecosystems and reversing biodiversity
loss. Our central goal is protect 30% of our land, freshwater and oceans by 2030. This
includes creating and expanding urban national parks. I personally believe there is much
more than can be done to preserve the lands in Ottawa’s Greenbelt and surrounding lands
with less protections. Ottawa City Council’s recent decision to urbanize lands near
Carlsbad Springs when staff was urging more time to study the issue shows that a strong
vision for the area must come from the federal government if we are to maintain our local
ecological heritage. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

I am a big fan of multimodal transportation! For that reason I’m proud to say an NDP
government will promote smart community planning and active transportation like walking
and cycling, helping Canadians make choices that are healthier and more affordable for
everyone. As an MP, I will work with other levels of government to encourage the use of
electric bikes and their safe integration into our active transportation network. I also
believe that the federal government needs to lead by example, and ensure every
government work place has adequate bicycle parking, access to charging stations for
electric bikes, and office showers. 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I strongly believe that creating zero-emission public transit is one of the lowest hanging
fruit to be picked as decarbonize our society. For that reason, I believe Ottawa should be
aiming to move to a zero-emission fleet by 2030. New Democrats would support
municipalities in obtaining this goal through further investment. Additionally, for provinces
and municipalities that identify it as a priority, a New Democrat government will help them
build towards fare-free transit to ease commutes, help people make ends meet and lower
emissions. Finally, we must electrify our intercity transportation as well as our intracity
transportation. To help replace the loss of Greyhound routes, we’ll develop a public inter-
city bus system. We will also support creating high-frequency rail along the Quebec-
Windsor corridor. 

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
I am very excited about the NDP’s policies on zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs). A New
Democrat government will extend federal incentives for ZEVs and provide a break for
working families by waiving the federal sales tax on ZEV purchases, and grow these
incentives up to $15,000 per family for made-in-Canada vehicles. To make ZEV use easier
for Canadians in all regions, we’ll build out Canada’s charging infrastructure and help
people purchasing new or used ZEVs cover the cost of installing a plug- in charger. 

A New Democrat government would create a centre of excellence for research and
development of ZEVs to move forward related technologies such as hydrogen, batteries,
and energy storage solutions. It is essential we contribute to the effort to find the means to
meaningfully reduce emissions for heavy trucks, freight, marine and aviation sectors. 



2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Ottawa needs a partner in developing our city infrastructure for a truly renewable
future. The NDP plan will deliver an ambitious target of a 50% GHG emissions reduction
by 2030, and we will achieve this through increased carbon pricing which does not
exclude our largest polluters from paying as the current Liberal plan does. We must
deliver on local investments into policies like free and reliable public transit, building
retrofits, 15 minute neighbourhoods, and build higher density, mid-rise affordable
rental units. We know building super tall luxury condos are not ideal for community
living, for affordable housing or from an urban planing perspective. A New Democrat
government will look at evidenced based approaches to increase density while building
better connected, more sustainable and affordable communities, where everyone has a
place to live, not just the well-connected few.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
New Democrats have promised to end fossil fuel subsidies immediately upon election. We
will immediately reinvest this money into green jobs; making our buildings run more
efficiently, fixing and upgrading water treatment infrastructure, building renewable
sources of energy, and investing in innovation. Green jobs are more economically viable,
we know that our tax dollars go a lot further when funding green job creation, than when
invested in fossil fuel technologies. New Democrats will stand up against the Trans
Mountain Pipeline, and support green infrastructure instead.

Renewable City 

Huda Mukbil

NDP

Ottawa South

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

At the current pace, it will take 142 years to retrofit all low-rise residential buildings in
Canada. New Democrats will undertake a mission-based approach, setting an
ambitious retrofitting program to upgrade where people live and work, including
requiring large scale building retrofits in all sectors. And we will set a target of
retrofitting all buildings in Canada by 2050 – beginning with upgrades to all buildings
built before 2020 in the next 20 years. Helping families make energy efficient
improvements to their homes through low-interest loans help save families almost
$900 or more per year on home energy costs. 



Renewable City 

4.  As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

We’ll improve the National Building Code to ensure that by 2025 every new building
built in Canada is net-zero. Energy efficiency and sustainable building practices will be
at the core of our national housing strategy, leveraging the power of federal
investments to create good jobs all across the country delivering the affordable homes
Canadians need. We need affordable, dense rental units, cooperatives and other
alternatives. We can build them by working with municipalities to change zoning laws
around infill development of rental units, and by investing in building community
oriented, mixed income and walk able neighbourhoods. We won't get there by cutting a
blank cheque to developers and allowing them to evict tenants from their homes.



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

I have opposed the parking lot expansion on airport lands, and as MP, I will work for a
moratorium on development on all forests and wetlands on Airport lands. In addition, I
support efforts to halt the destruction of trees on arboretum and experimental farm
lands. We need a real plan to protect our urban forests and wetlands - and it should
incorporate community and local Indigenous knowledge, because we know that the best
experts on conservation are Indigenous peoples. Finally, Ottawa should keep its promises
for the islands (such as Victoria Island) of Akikodjiwan (also known as Chaudière Falls),
in line with the promises made to the late William Commanda to bring about his vision for
Asinabka as a place of gathering for all Anishinaabe people, and all First Nations, Metis
and Inuit of the Ottawa area.

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

We need an action plan from all levels of government, one that focuses on holding the line
on urban sprawl, revitalizing biodiversity, improving water treatment and storm water
systems, planting trees and so much more. Our plan to protect Urban forests will create
clear conservation guidelines and will include new partnerships with local Indigenous
communities in the management and restoration of NCC lands, and other urban forests
and wetlands across Canada. We will ban single use plastics and ensure none of our waste
is shipped overseas, but processed here instead. We will also partner with farmers and
communities to support biodiversity and to monitor and protect pollinator health, in
addition to our plan for local food hubs that will connect low income communities to good,
local food sources produced with sustainable farming methods. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

We have to work with all levels of government to rethink the ways in which our cities are
designed. Much of Ottawa's architecture and infrastructure is hostile to pedestrians,
cyclists and all other alternative mobility options. Working to end food deserts that exist
across the city is a crucial step to cutting down on emissions. We need more local business
options on welcoming and traffic calmed streets in all areas of the city - not just the core.
This means negotiating a rethink of some of our zoning laws, especially with regards to
mixed use development. Following the lead of other northern countries, I will advocate for
a snow removal policy that prioritizes the needs of community members with disabilities
and those who choose active transportation methods (sidewalks and bike paths cleared
before or concurrently with main roads). There's so much more we can do on this issue,
and it can go hand in hand with efforts to advocate for the protection of our urban forests. 

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

Municipalities like Ottawa are already making investments in public transit in their
communities, but they need a federal partner to champion public transit throughout the
country. New Democrats will modernize and expand public transit within and between
communities across Canada, and ensure that federal transit funding flows with an
emphasis on scaling up low carbon transit projects like zero-emissions buses and electric
trains with the goal of electrifying transit and other municipal fleets by 2030. And we will
ensure a more accountable procurement process, so that future transit projects are
completed on time and are prepared to take on the demand they are built to serve, unlike
the Confederation LRT.

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
A New Democrat government will extend federal incentives for ZEVs and provide a break
for working families by waiving the federal sales tax on ZEV purchases, and grow these
incentives up to $15,000 per family for made-in-Canada vehicles. We will expand the use
of ZEVs in the public sector – including Crown Corporations – and by freight vehicles. To
make ZEV use easier for Canadians in all regions, we’ll build out Canada’s charging
infrastructure and help people purchasing new or used ZEVs cover the cost of installing a
plug-in charger. We will create a centre of excellence for research and development of
ZEVs to move forward related technologies such as hydrogen, batteries, and energy
storage solutions. 



2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
Ottawa is doing extremely poorly on the issue of urban sprawl, which as we know is a
huge factor that increases carbon emissions. We need greater densification as a
solution, and we also need to support the build-out of excellent public transit and
active transportation infrastructure to aid in modal shift so we can get people out of
their cars. We can also be a transit leader in moving to free fares and electric vehicles. I
am particularly interested in pursuing stronger rail connections between Ottawa and
Gatineau and getting P3’s out of OC transpo’s rail expansion projects.

 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
I am a strong proponent of completely phasing out fossil fuel subsidies, and that includes
carbon-tax loopholes for large emitters, that also includes public financing through crown
corporations like export development Canada, it also includes tax expenditures like flow-
through shares and exploration expensing. All of that should be eliminated as soon as
possible.  We also need to cancel the Trans mountain pipeline project  as well as reject
any project that would increase our emissions outside of a rapid decarbonization pathway.
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3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

We need a home retrofit program with a funding profile that matches the level of
urgency that the climate crisis demands – we need to ensure that nobody is ever put on
a wait list to retrofit their home while we are in a climate emergency. 

New Democrats will undertake a mission-based approach, setting an ambitious
retrofitting program to upgrade where people live and work, including requiring large
scale building retrofits in all sectors. And we will set a target of retrofitting all buildings
in Canada by 2050 – beginning with upgrades to all buildings built before 2020 in the
next 20 years. We’ll also improve the National Building Code to ensure that by 2025
every new building built in Canada is net-zero. 

The other piece is there is likely a lack of knowledge about this existing program in our
community. When we implement home retrofit programs I think it is extremely
important that local leaders become proactive at promoting programs like this to
increase take-up, as well as make these programs available to renters.



Renewable City 

4.  As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

I believe there is a lot Canada can do in this regard, and it should be part of a national
sustainable urban mobility strategy, or national transit strategy. Federal infrastructure
policy should create strong incentives to link land-use, housing and transportation
policies. Things that can be done at the federal level to move in this direction include
creating density requirements around federally funded rapid transit projects that also
include requirements for deeply affordable housing. Core infrastructure funding to
cities with public transit should also come with the requirement to develop modal shift
strategies and plans to expand active and public transportation. Many of our peer
countries already require this, in the form of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
(SUMP’s). We should also support the development of publicly-owned and managed
docked electric bike-share programs run by local transit agencies, which should be
funded by the new Active Transportation Fund.



2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

As MP for Ottawa Centre, I will stand up to developers and insiders at all levels of
government to protect our greenspaces, including the green space at Queen Juliana
Park, embassy row and more. 

I have committed to demanding federal infrastructure funding to bury the parking lot at
Queen Juliana Park and call for a public inquiry into the decisions around the Ottawa
Hospital, so planning decisions in our city can happen in the interest of the local
community and planet, not the insiders. 

I will ensure that our federal lands are protected and used for public good, we must
protect our greenspaces and trees and this is one of my top priorities. 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

Our greenspaces, river and nature as a whole is such a critical element to the health and
wellbeing of our city’s residents and planet, and our city has seen a lot of our natural
landscapes be threatened for profit. 

As MP for Ottawa Centre, I will be a strong defender of our nature and greenspaces. I have
signed the pledge to protect Gatineau Park, I will fight back against any destruction of our
greenbelt and I will push back against developers and governments who want to destroy
our trees and greenspaces. 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

I believe that when it comes to active transportation infrastructure, ‘if you build it, they will
come’. We only need to look to other countries like the Netherlands for inspiration – who
have made large investments in active transport infrastructure (separated and protected
bike lanes, paint is not infrastructure) and have a large percentage of trips being taken by
bikes. We need local leadership to put more of this kind of infrastructure on our streets –
and move to a vision zero approach to increase road safety for cyclists.

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

I believe that we should take inspiration from Quebec, which has mandated that all public
transit vehicles procured with provincial funding must be zero-emission by 2024. We have
a ways to go before some of the more rural communities across the country will be ready
for this kind of transition, without the charging infrastructure in place or network redesign
studies completed, but we should start a mandate for larger cities and stagger the
deadline for smaller and mid-sized cities, as well as rapidly expand funding for the zero-
emission public transit fund to meet demand, as well as ensure that domestic bus
manufacturers such as Nova Bus in Quebec or New Flyer in Manitoba have the ability to
scale-up production fast enough to meet our climate ambitions.

Active City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
An NDP government will waive the federal sales tax on ZEV purchases, and grow these
incentives up to $15,000 per family for made-in-Canada vehicles. We will expand the use
of ZEVs in the public sector – including Crown Corporations – and by freight vehicles. To
make ZEV use easier for Canadians in all regions, we’ll build out Canada’s charging
infrastructure and help people purchasing new or used ZEVs cover the cost of installing a
plugin charger. We will create a centre of excellence for research and development of ZEVs
to move forward related technologies such as hydrogen, batteries, and energy storage
solutions. We will look for further opportunities related to green hydrogen fuel cell
technology which could help reduce emissions for heavy trucks, freight, marine and
aviation sectors. And we will look at ways to strengthen the low-carbon fuel standard.



 1. As MP, how will you act to phase out fossil fuel
infrastructure and fossil fuel subsidies? 
I would not phase out fossil fuel, I would continue to use fossil fuels in conjunction with
other energy sources such as hydro electric, solar, wind etc. Currently fossil fuels are
used to meet 80% of our energy needs. To move away from fossil fuels completely is a
radical transformation of every part of the economy. Who will pay for this? Everyone, for
example, Ottawa alone will need rais property taxes by a minimum of 40%. Another issue
is that most ppl will not be able to afford an electric vehicle, which employs lithium
batteries, which come with there own environmental concerns. Such as the fact that they
are largley unrecyclable without large energy input and the use of toxic solvents to
breakdown impenetrable resins. The cost in CO2 to extract the rare metals needed for
these batteries is also a concern. A push for NetZero will negatively effect some of the
poorest people in Ottawa and Canada. There needs to be discussion and debate on the
best way to move forward while Utilizing all of the resources at hand. Using a combined
approach will allow for the safest and most affordable solution.
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2. As MP, what are some key areas of opportunity and
action on climate for Ottawa to join the ranks of
outstanding climate-friendly capital cities; and what
would you do as MP to support those?
More that 900 scientists and signatories have signed a declaration stating that there is
no climate emergency (https://clintel.org/). This declaration had no impact in Canadian
media. In French, Radio-Canada posted an analysis of the signatories without
discussing their arguments, stating that Radio-Canada could only publish scientific
arguments which are in line with IPCC declarations (https://cbc.radio-
canada.ca/fr/ombudsman/revisions/2020-02-06-urgence-climatique). As with the
COVID-19, there has been a effort by governments and media to control the speech in
one direction and muzzle discordant voices. The IPCC was created in 1988 by UN, jointly
supported by two established agencies: the WMO and the UN Environmental Program
(UNEP) with a mandate to “assess on a comprehensive, objective, open, and
transparent basis the scientific, technical and socio-economic information relevant to
understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, its
potential impacts and options for adaptation and mitigation” (Hart, 2015). It a country
organization, not a research laboratory. Then, it is essentially a political organization
who is interested in human influence on climate. IPCC publishes, at regular interval,
reports that are compilation of cherry-picking scientific literature. Three working groups
present 3 different types of reports: physical science basis, adaptation and
vulnerabilities, and mitigation of climate change. Please note that the reports must be
adapted at unanimity by all the participants. In a following step, these reports are
summarized in a Summary for Policymakers. As outlines by Koonin (2021), the
processes for drafting and reviewing the climate science assessment reports do not
promote objectivity. Government officials form scientific and environmental agencies
(who might themselves have a point of view) nominate or choose the authors, who are
not subject to conflict interest constraints. That is, an author might work for a fossil fuel
company or for an NGO promoting “climate action”. This increases the chances of
persuasion being favored over information. Furthermore, a large group of volunteer
expert reviewers review the draft. But unlike the peer review of research papers,
disagreements among reviewers and lead authors are not resolved by an independent
referee; the lead author can choose to reject a criticism simply by saying “We
disagree.” The final versions of assessments are then subject to government approval.
And the IPCC’s « Summary for Policymakers » are heavily influenced, if not written, by
governments that have interests in promoting particular policies. In short, there are
many opportunities to corrupt the objectivity of the process and product. There are
numerous cases of discredited climatologists who do not agree with the IPCC
consensus.



4. As MP, how will you integrate federal policies and
spending on housing, climate, and transportation to
address both the housing and climate crises by
advancing affordable, travel-efficient neighbourhoods?

This is an unattainable goal in Canada, we do not live in a condensed country such as
those in Europe. Many Canadians prefer to live in rural areas away from urban centre's.
Many Canadian communities are farming communities or fishing communities with
deep generational ties to the area. We do not have light rail that spans from shore to
shore in this country. We have extreme climate in the winter as well as varying rough
terrain which would inhibit much of this infrastructure from being built or operable
even if employed. We can see that, for example, with the Ottawa light rail system, It is
unreliable, and is in-operable much of the time especially during winter. 

3. As MP, what is your plan for accelerating the pace and
scale of retrofits in our community? 

The federal governments 2.6 billion dollars came from taxpayers. These grants are
paid for by citizens, as the government does not have any money that isn't derived
from its citizens. So in order to reach a net zero omission, people can expect to pay
insurmountable prices for every product, service and tax. Again, hurting the people
that can afford it the least, the most. 

Renewable City 



2. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate active
transportation in our city? 

Again we Live in the second largest country in the world. Many citizens choose to live
rurally because of farming, fishing and generational reasons. We also have extreme
winters as we live in the northern hemisphere, Making walking and cycling to and from
remote areas and even within the cities unbearable.

2. As MP, what are your plans to protect trees and
greenspace on federally-owned land?

It is important to continue to protect our environment and green spaces. It needs to be
done by implementing practical solutions involving debate and discussion.

3. As MP, how will you assist Ottawa’s transition to a
zero-emission bus fleet? 

Again the federal government commitment of $2.75 billion are derived from tax payers, not
free money. Which means taxpayers are on the hook for OC transpo zero emission fleet
ambition. A discussion needs to happen on how OC transpo plans on achieving this, as well
as the efficiency, reliability and operability especially in the winter months. Also how much
will this cost the tax payers of Ottawa? 

Active City 

Living City 

 1. As MP, what are your plans to protect nature in
Ottawa?

We need to preserve and protect the health of our river system. Currently there is little
understanding on much pollutants are going into the river system from sources such as
municipal and industrial wastewater. we must begin to understand and predict what the
total impacts of our actions and come up with solutions that enable our future generations
to safely enjoy the water ways, drink water and enjoy fish from our system. There is limited
understanding of how the river operates as a system. As an MP I would invest in
comprehensive watershed study and look at assessing and addressing the listed pollutants
above so that solutions for clean water can be attained.

 1. As MP, what are your plans to accelerate the transition
to electric vehicles in Ottawa? 
Banning gas/diesel vehicles would cost hundreds of thousands of jobs. What happens to
gas stations, their owners and employees? How will it effect supply management. Is there
a solution to how we will be able to transport food and other commodities, without fossil
fuels? How will we supply the demand for electricity, How will we dispose of, or recycle
electric car batteries? How long will these cars last before they are filling landfills? These
are only a few of the discussions and debates that would need to happen in order to
understand the impact of trying to employ this adaptation.


